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NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE  OF MANAGEMENT 

 Functions of Management 

       Management is described as the  process of planning, organising,  directing and controlling 

the efforts of  organisational members and of using  organisational resources to achieve  specific 

goals.   

          Planning is the function of  determining in advance what is to  be done and who is to do it. 

This  implies setting goals in advance  and developing a way of achieving  them efficiently and 

effectively. In  Suhasini’s organisation the objective  is procurement and sale of traditional  

Indian handloom and handicraft  items. They sell fabrics, furnishings,  readymades and 

household items  made out of traditional Indian fabrics.  Suhasini has to decide quantities,  

variety, colour and texture of all the  above and then allocate resources  for their purchase from 

different  suppliers or for their inhouse  development. Planning cannot prevent  problems, but 

it can predict them and  prepare contingency plans to deal  with them if and when they occur.     

          Organising is the management  function of assigning duties, grouping  tasks, establishing 

authority and  allocating resources required to carry  out a specific plan. Once a specific  plan 

has been established for the  accomplishment of an organisational  goal, the organising function 

examines  the activities and resources required  to implement the plan. It determines  what 

activities and resources are  required. It decides who will do a  particular task, where it will be 

done,  and when it will be done. Organising  involves the grouping of the required  tasks into 

manageable departments or  work units and the establishment of  authority and reporting 

relationships  within the organisational hierarchy.  Proper organisational techniques  help in the 

accomplishment of work  and promote both the efficiency of  operations and the effectiveness 

of  results. Different kinds of business  require different structures according  to the nature of 

work. You will read  more about this in a later chapter. 

           Staffing simply stated, is finding the  right people for the right job. A very  important aspect 

of management is  to make sure that the right people  with the right qualifications are  available 

at the right places and  times to accomplish the goals of the  organisation. This is also known as  

the human resource function and it  involves activities such as recruitment,  selection, 

placement and training of  personnel. Infosys Technologies which  develops software needs 



systems  analysts and programmers, whereas  Fabmart needs a team of designers  and 

craftspeople. 

           Directing involves leading, influencing and motivating employees  to perform the tasks 

assigned to  them. This requires establishing  an atmosphere that encourages  employees to do 

their best. Motivation  and leadership are two key components of direction. Motivating  workers 

means simply creating an  environment that makes them want  to work. Leadership is 

influencing  others to do what the leader wants  them to do. A good manager directs  through 

praise and criticism in  such a way that it brings out the  best in the employee. Suhasini’s  design 

team developed some prints  for bedcovers in bright colours on  silk. Although they looked very  

impressive, the use of silk made  the product too expensive for the  average customer. Praising 

their  effort, Suhasini suggested that they  keep the silk bedcovers for special  occasions like 

Diwali and Christmas  and offer the cotton bedcovers on a  regular basis.  

         Controlling is the management  function of monitoring organisational  performance 

towards the attainment  of organisational goals. The task  of controlling involves establishing  

standards of performance, measuring  current performance, comparing  this with established 

standards and  taking corrective action where any  deviation is found. Here management  must 

determine what activities and  outputs are critical to success, how  and where they can be 

measured  and who should have the authority  to take corrective action. When  Suhasini 

discovered that her team  of designers had produced bedcovers  that were more expensive than 

they  had planned to sell, she decided to  change the fabric to keep costs in  check. The various 

functions of a manager  are usually discussed in the order  given above, suggesting that a  

manager first plans, then organises,  puts staff in position, then directs, and  finally controls. In 

reality, managers  are rarely able to carry out these  functions in isolation. The activities  of a 

manager are interrelated and it  is often difficult to pinpoint where  one ended and the other 

began. 


